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Roinn an Taoisigh FB
Departmentofthe Taoiseach £4

16 October, 2021
Mr Ken Foxe
ken@righttoknow.ie

Our ref: FOI2020/0341

Dear Mr Foxe,

I write in relation to your Freedom of Information request received by this department for:

«a recordof how much was paid to EY Consultingfor advice/research relating io the
Covid-19pandemic

«copyof the tender or contractual documents relating 10 the provisionof that service
by EYfor the Department

«copy ofthe business case, brieforguidelinesprepared for EYrelating to the provision
ofthat servicefor the Department

«copiesofall emails between the individual with oversight for this research project and
EY with regard o their workiresearch.

Please find attached a revised schedule and records for release. 25 additional records are being
released in full and a further 17 records are being partially released.

Please note that a number of records contain a range of proposals on how the 1 Government
Centre (1GC) project could run- including on oversight structures, data sources and uses and
stakeholders. These carly records were introductory, showing the breadth of data sources
available and how they are being used in other geographies. This does not mean they were
considered for Ireland. These documents were a springboard for a frank discussion on
establishing the operational roleof the 1GC project. Not all avenues outlined in the documents
were agreed upon or actioned, and were tabled for the purposesofdebate only. The records
should be read in this context.

Specifically, record 4 shows the 1GC working principles and state a “Default assumption that
1GC only has access to aggregated and no citizen data”. This principle ofusing aggregate data
was applied for all 1GC use cases, ¢.¢.:

+ Covid-19 case data is at an aggregate county and LEA level, similar to that shared on
Geohive

«Garda fine data is at an aggregate by fine type and the same as shared on the Dept of
Justice website

«Dublin footfall and road vehicle data is a count per major street and similar to that
shared on the respective government websites

ithe an ills,ridiia UsciarchBabe thClisth2002 R583
Government Bling, Merrion Set Upper, Duin 2. 002 RSE3 1
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Banking payments data was at a “by type” level, similar to what is shared by the
periodic central bank reports

The records also reference a potential Social Distance Index for Ireland, which looked to
identify locations with a high congregation of people. This use case was not progressed.

Throughout the pandemic, restrictions have been introduced and cased, as appropriate, to
address the public health risk at a given time taking account of public health, social and
economic impacts. As partofthis process, and to inform decision-making, information from a
variety of sources is used. Government considers carefully all of the information and facts
obtained with a view to making its decisions. Therefore, the insights produced do not provide
a complete pictureofthe considerations of Government in its decision making. At times they
remained a work in progress and did not capture all the relevant data available and insights
‘may have been interim/incomplete or still in draft form. Insight reports were accompanied by
oral briefings providing clarifications and context not captured iin the records. The records
should be read in this context.

Records 47, 58, 67, 75, 79, 95. 96. 98, 99, 104, 109, 116, 117, 121, 123, 125, 207

‘These records are being partially granted as they contain personally identifiable information.
Specifically, where there are references to outbreaks/cases offewer than 5, identified inasingle
county, setting type and week, this has been redacted. While the data only includes a count
and not any personal details, you could still feasibly identify the setting and therefore possibly
the individuals involved in this report. Therefore, any outbreak data involving fewer than 5
outbreaks/cases has been redacted.

Records: 90, 111, 112, 113, 114, 132 and 133

‘These records are considered exempt under section 36 as they contain: commercial or other
information whose disclosure could reasonably be expectedtoresult in a material financial loss
or gain to the person to whom it relates; and information whose disclosure could prejudice the
conduct or outcomeofnegotiations of the organisations to whom they relate

“The records withheld under this ground refer to draftsofthe confidentiality and non-disclosure
agreement signed by EY and the Department of Health for the sharing of data by the
Department of Health with EY. The drafts would reveal information about the negotiations
between the parties. The Department of the Taoiseach was nota party to this or included in the
agreement, The sharingof these documents from the Department of Health to this Department
does not negate the sensitivityof the material contained within or the confidential nature of the
records.

In assessing the application of Section 36 (3), the public interest factors that were considered
in favour of release of these records were:
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«the need for openness and transparency about the work of the Department which is
envisaged under the FOI Act;

© COVID-19 has had, and continues to have, a very significant impact on the social and
economic life of the country and the people who live here and the need for the public
to have access to information in the possessionof Government Departments in elation
to matters which affect them;

«the need for the public to be well informed about information held by Government
Departments to stimulate public debate and commentary on important public policy
issues;

«the need to provide accountability regarding expenditure of public funds, the work of
public officials and the work of companies engaged by Government Departments to
assist them.

‘The public interest factors that were considered against release of these records were:
«the records relate to a contract between third parties i.¢. the Department of Health and

EY and the information contained therein would not provide any insights into the work
of the Department or on any important public policy issues;

«the risk of a prejudicial effect on any future contractual agreements or arrangements
that EY or the Department of Health may wish to enter in the futureif the contents of
this contract become public knowledge;

© EY’s competitors becoming aware of the details of a contract it has and using this to
their advantage in the future thus resulting in a negative effect on EY's business or
competitive position;

«the FOI Acts itself recognises that the right 10 access records held by Government
Departments is not unlimited and is subject to the exemption grounds specified.

I can confirm EY were consulted on these records and consider them to be commercially
sensitive. Having taken the factorsfor and against release into account it is considered that the
public interest would on balance be better served by refusing rather than by granting the request
in relation to these records.

Should you have any questions or concerns regarding the above, please contact me at the email
below.

Yours sincerely,

Social Policy and Public Service Reform Division
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Setting the C-19 Restriction Level for Ireland; Balancing a
broad and complexsetof questionswithinadequate data
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C19 One Government Centre (1GC) providing a
consolidated view of performance and directing activities
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There is a wealth of data available with varying ease to
access and privacy concerns Bal
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C19 One Government Centre (1GC) providing a
consolidated view of performance and directing activities
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EY Social Distance Index (SDI) provides a rolling 15 minute
assessment of social distancing adherence

Mobile data can help us understand citizen behaviours (social distancing, crowd hotspots and traveb.
Clearly care is reuired to balance withcitizen rights. EY completedasuccessful POV for London to
assess social cstancing using anonymised mobile data fo registered citizens. We propose tostart

| with an Irish Social Distance Index while exploring other opportunities with mobile operators.
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Social Distance Index London Demonstration

i London 02/03/2020
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Combining C-19 prevalence and SDI at Eircode level to
better target interventions and identify higher risk areas
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Other counties are using data and digital to manage their
response to C-19 in different ways
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We propose a rapid one-week design phase to then begin to
stand up 1GC in a series of two week agile sprints
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Proposed next steps
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Agenda

Key Questionsto Answer

SETAC

Agreement on DoT and wider Government Requirementstobelive
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Answer four key questions to support government decision making
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Proposed insight to inform the status and impact for each Restriction [OE
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How insights come together to help inform Restriction decisions
(illustrative example for Meath) v i
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Standing up regular briefingsn Room 350 and alerts to Update key Stakeholdersoncurrent status and elated sights
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Briefing Schedule By Restriction Type

Ce StayAt Home Index
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What we need DoT and other government departments to deliver
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Next steps

Deliver prioritised Use Cases (including with input from appropriate stakeholders)

Stand Up Microsoft Azure insight Platform with HSE

Stand Up Room 350 and MSFT Azure Hub

Agree format and cadence for Room 350 Briefings and Alerts

WHAT ELSE IS MISSING?
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Update On Week 2 Progress

Established and running PMO and governance
Agreed SOW for first five weekswith HSE and now being signed
Agreed and implementing related contract management approach with HSE.
Established Room350 and Microsoft Hub delivered
Agreed with DoT Room 350atendanceand C-19 compliancereporting approach
Reviewed and prioritisedUseCases versus each Restriction
Met with Revenue, DEASP, Garda, CSO, HSE, DOH, OS, CB, VISA, AIB and 3mobiletoconfirm detailedERNER
Completinggap analysisanddetailed definition forall priority Use Cases, coveringthe following data sources

HC IVY A
En
[EET
Public Sectorinformation (included CSO and Geative)

Completed detailed assessment of suitable data touse for Social Distance Index for Ireland.
Agreed draft governance approach withHSE and CSO for standing up Insight Platform
Started worksNops with HSEtovalidate solution architectureand rapid approach for delivering
Completed fist draft of C-19 Insight Register (and will iow expand for additional government departments)
Started to define briefings approach, including cadence with governance departments to receive related inputs



Building on existing HSE Insights to better understand drivers of C-19 spread by
region, citizen type and contact type Baal i

ETP C19 TRACK ANDTRACE
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Phase 0 -insights aligned to restrictions
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Phase 1 - insights aligned to restrictions
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Phase 2 - insights aligned to restrictions
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Introduction to the C-19 One Government Centre (1GC)

Helping improve visibilityand decision making with a cross government andsociety view
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An appropriate Governance structure to direct insight prioritisation and ensure
appropriate data governance
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ATCel

rected by the requirement to help seior government decison making

Suid from existing insightsandcapabilties wherever possible

tCCes
1GC only has accessto data agreed by thInsight Governance Group

Default assumption that 1GC only has access to aggregated and not citizen cata

Iterate and evolve requirementsto meet changing nature of this crisis
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CECECe ee E El) Private Sector Stakeholders to

ensure a consistent and aligned approach (TBC)
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Overview of 1GC Briefing Schedule Incorporating Use Cases

Standing up reoular briefingsinRoom 350 and alertsto UpdateKeystakeholderson current status and related insights
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Social Distance Index (SDI) provides a rolling assessment of social distancing
adherence
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Next steps

Work with appropriate government departments and private sector to deliver the prioritised Use Cases

Confirm detailed requirementsfor Sacial Distance Index and input to DoH to deliver contract

Stand Up stand alone Microsoft Azure Insight Platform with HSE environment.

Stand Up Room 350 and begin Government Briefing

Agree format and cadence for Room 350 Briefings and Alerts

Run the next 1GC Insight GovernanceGroupandInsight Working Groups to confirm next priorities.
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An appropriate Governance structure to direct insight prioritisation and ensureELE CEEEREle

1GC INSIGHT GOVERNANCE GROUP
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Introduction to the C-19 One Government Centre (1GC).

£ Helping improve visibility and decision making with a cross government and society view
Ei of Ireland's performance in tacking this crisis
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1GC Working Principles

Directed by the requirement to help senior government decision making

EA
Build from existing insights and capabilities wherever possible:

Respectcross government decision governance
1GC only has accesstodata agreed by the Insight Governance Group

Regular engagementwitheach “Insight Owner” to ensure briefingsarecorrectand aligned

Rigorous approach to complianceand security.
Default assumption that 16C only hasaccess to aggregatedand notcitizen data

Iterateandevolverequirements to meet changing nature ofthiscrisis
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Engaging with a breadth of Government and Private Sector Stakeholders to
ensurea consistent and aligned approach
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Overview of 1GC Briefing Schedule Incorporating Use Cases
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Social Distance Index (SDI) provides a rolling assessment of social distancing
adherence

Hae datacan help sUnderstand cfzenbehaviours (Gacal distancing, crowdhotspots and rave, Clearly, cars reared to
calancewitcitizen ight. EY completedasuccesful POV for London sesssola stancig Using anonymised mobile datafor
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NEUES EI

Work with appropriategovernmentdepartments and private sector to deliver the prioritised Use Cases

Confirm detailed requirements for Social Distance Index and input to DoH to deliver contract

Stand Up stand alone Microsoft Azure Insight Platform with HSE environment

Stand Up Room 350 and begin curating data

Agree format and cadence for Room 350 Briefings and Alerts

Run the next 1GC Insight Governance Group and Insight Working Groups to confirm next priorities
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1GC update - Week 3
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Answer four key questions to support government decision making
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Where we are with the key DoT and Government Dependencies
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Briefing and Alerts
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Next Steps

+ Update Room 350 Use Case Design based on your feedback

+ Expand Room 350 for new Use Case Insights (shown in room)

+ Run Room 350 Briefings and Alerts as agreed

+ Stand Up Microsoft Azure insight Platform with HSE and begin T&T detailed

«Agree detailed design of Social Distance Index and confirm DOH Contract
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1GC curates the insights for senior government stakeholders with no

impact on C-19 government decision governance
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Stopping super-spreaders and associated events supresses the spread
of C-19
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The most at risk occupations for contracting C-19 are also those most at fi

risk of severe outcomes
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Countries employing more stringent travel restrictions have seen lower
number of cases per capita
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Rise in cases does not appear to be solely linked to return to schools i
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Opening restaurants and bars has been linked toa rise in C-19 cases. However,
evidence suggests operating with restrictions may not significantly increase spread
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Compliance with mobility and social restrictions are key to preventing new
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Page 1

1GC Priority Analysis (DRAFT TO BE UPDATED)

# Area EE
1 | The impacto There are a numberofcounty examples, including Dublin, Cork, where

|rstictons ter re ereting afeencesof ring of retin versus he
impacttent ve now hae ‘cone rues orcaran mesures based
on activity over the summer (Rol). Additonal evidence and control
groups from measures in NI.

+ For example, the impact of Level 3 (pubs versus no pubs in diferent
parts of the county)

| + Level 3+versusLevel 5.the curveseems tobetuming acomeron
| basisofLevel 3+ rather and Level 5.

| | ction doopr analysisnth rstiction ve ylvl. disragated
measures) versus impact forcontrolgroups. Consider a counly by
county analysis, and then group by theme. In aditn, assessif any.

| useful information rom NIrestrictionsimpact (public data)
2 | Thempactofkey |. Hypothesisis that the sharp ise in many counties has been caused by.

eventsversusoverall | events/ noncompliance /behaviours rather evel of restictions not
rence: having desired impact

+ Apotental example is the county final wins in Cavan and Meath
contribute significant. Anciher potential example isINE
SE ce'ebrations in pubs, house partes

+ Basic analysis on Cavan based on Geohive loca sectoral area, srong
correlation between county final winner location and strong disease

| incidence rate.
| + Would also be helpful to look at tis by age profile for these outbreaks.

and how thy dif from the vider county and county age profe. Itis
ot necessary the player cohort that are the ofenders

[ Action county by county analysis to ident trends versus key events
[ causing disease sproad. This includes considering the timeofGAA
| finalsandtheirpotentialrelationship with specific outbreaks.
|
The diferent Useful to look at Kidare, Laois and Offaly. All3 counties went nto the
dmamics (Laois V| same county level hard restrictions due to meat lant outbreaks

Offaly VKildare) + The diseaseincidencecurvesfor eachcountydiffers. Offaly and Laois
appeared to recover more quickly.
Acton inked to (3) above,deepercounty level analysisrequired for
his cohortocounties
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+ A | summary of pois
4 | Theimpactol | Daibrae change incammunicaionsreyourruberof closecontacts

| improved on [18Octcheckdate].Prof PhilipNolan simple messagingon“halving
communications0| yourcosecontac”TEOUINGYOUrcOSe |. capi masila massaging landed wel and had desked

wand impact
Action perform analysis to investigate if this is a consistent trend.

5 Precsin of cation | ~The analinformation available Traswissires Sooty slbasedon thelocationof

| + Deeperanalysisat local electoral area was being made available
| | weeklythrough GeoHive

| Cecetet Encode home adress for each perso bing
| testing. Would faciitate linking across numerous state datasets through

CSO (welfare, revenue). This can only improve our contact tracingineligence.
| HSEhasbeenasked to progress hsbut not clear whatcurentstatus
J is. Discussed that it should be possible to ascertain Eircode from
I address.The apts discussed ich nee tobe progressed by 16C eam,

This levelofanalysis is critical for setofbriefings:

| = Understand tho coding of the GeoHiv data. Someisasad tansatng tn oollcare. tan dita
ifhelpful

= Understand th curt statusof godinwith11 HSE,
what progress have they madeandwhen will this be| a| orstor nt,YP

| referral system SWIFTQ has the addresses, we know we
| have mobil numbersofciizens could they be roveres

locked un, ots

Contact facing | ~Thedealed TrackandTraedat fs vert fatherconsideration. Ths
process and data includeddashboards showing numberofclosecontactsbycounty and
Terstations transmission source from contact tracing

Toreare Imaonsvhscasecuntcontact acing systemunder press wi age volume ofcases (Goeth on any anees,
versus deep intelligence)150eamtoreviho to presenthis formation ancoaddons
any on he Sata Facing formation

+ Action asalready planned, do additional analysis on contact tracing
data. Is this telling us anything further, important to link this to 5 above
TGC tam toconser shematus CT apoash on  partcar county
‘would be helpful
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FS EE
7 The impactofcross | Thereis undoubtedlyacrossbordereffect andthe situation in NI is.

border, specif worrying given the latest trends
dacuesinon Cross border movement i having an impact Most likely that tis isBonegs being caused by ROI movement over border and bringing disease

back(asrestrictionslowerinNI for a period)Donegal usedasan example and disease incidence in Ballyshannon
| Vs Donegal Town Vs Leterkenny / Buncranna (ikened to “suburbs of

Derry’ in terms of social activity etc). Numbers increase dramatically as.
get close fo border
Action as per (2), (3), (5)deeperanalysis required by local electoral

| area. Additionof mobility datacriticalto understanding cross border
| activ.

8 | Impactof alcohol | Generally accepted tha there i ink o alcohol for many spread
| | evens. This i not just pub but aso of cence sales

| + “The previous restriction where €9 meal ws required intended to
| Teenpotential large amunts of soonolobs consumed n
| environment
| Concern that his is simply shifting oof licence and houseparty

environment. Consideration being givenfo estitonsmils on
alcohol sales /cures
«Actionisitpossible to engage with multiplesto getaccesstoalcohol

sales data
9 | Addiional data tobe | - Whist other halt, research and economic daa is avaiable and being

| included dashboards.| analysed separately, t would be very hlptl fo bring al of hs ino the
[isieseiee same place
| This is particularly importantfo briefings wih politicians
| + 1GCteamtoaction the folowingspecif: datasetsand incorporate info

the county LEA analysis:
Cases!Hospialations/Deaths
Excessmorta analysis performedby CSO

= Hospialisations
= Median ageofdeaths
© Economic factors such as small business lems, PUP

11 | Moby cata Getting moble data ofkeyimportance
Curent with DOH but conract not yt finalised
 1GC requested tha hs needs tobe in place and data lowing by end
ofthis week (13 Nov) f we ar fo includeany of this analysis in
upcoming resticion discussions.
Aimto iso getStayat Home index flom March possible
Analysis around stay at home index versus social distance index to be.
Separated. The later vil take longer to do
Acton DOH to finise contract thi week
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| + 1GC team to continue to monitor and push.
+ Action 1GC team toconsider addtional requests toother mobile

companies
Considerations for | + The currentearlystage thinking is that the nex!setofrestrictions likely
Christmas. tobe Level3 + “Christmas package"
Tesiiction + Thelevelofrestrictions i likelytobeLevel 3vith somethings allowed

from Level2 andsomethingsnotallowed fromLevel4.
+ Thereis aneedto understand our typical behaviours at Christmas.

versus the typesof events that have caused us problems versus the.
potential restriction measures that could be implemented. This will help
inform the decision on restriction measures.

+ The analysis to be performed by 1GC important to help with which
specific measures to be implemented

+ Its unikely that the Government would impose localised restrictions
as communication i dificult and isk of social tourism

+ Action as per (1), understandfor eachofthe levelswhatis diferent
and what do we know to help inform upcoming restriction discussions

Next steps and alignment with key Government meetings.

‘Specific actions are noted in the table above. The next 10-15 days vill be critical as the numbers fal and
‘continued focus on the impact on Christmas. Key points fo note:

+ Level 5 restrictions are scheduled to expire 1 December 2020. Current thinking is that we wil
continue at Level 5 for full 6 weeks to help drive disease incidence down

+ The key NPHET and cabinet covid sub comitee meetings vill be 26 or 27 November. These.
meetingswill decide the next restriction levels.

+ The next2 weeks wil be criical for our analysis. Briefing scheduled for 12 November, but “don't be:
surprisedif all you back in quite quickly the following week’.

For discussion vith team, key focus areas:
+ National and county by county review of evidence on compliance and impact of restrictions

retrospective
> What have the various control groups told us about specifi restrictions / easing of

restrictions
© There are specific reasons for high cases in many counties that deviate from national

‘average, evidence needed e.g. gaa, border crossings, super spreader, etc as this is an
important part of story

© Better location and mobilty information required to help assess compliance and correlation
to key events

- Anticipating where pressure will come from in the immediate term and consideration for
whatthis means restrictions:

= The key pressure will come from non-essenial retail, church gatherings, pubs,
restaurants. In particular Christmas isa critical trading period for many of these sectors.
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In addition, from a wider public perspective culturally there are many things that we like to
do at Christmas (house visits, large family gatherings, mini breaks, etc)

© Need information to help navigate decisions around next round of restrictions
+ [Eg. 1 ilustrative example - wo have soon from the summerthatindoor social

house gatherings causedsignificant spread and there is a tendency to see
increased house visiting/gatherings at Christmas, so we need to continue with a
restriction on family only visits]

+ Eg. 2illustrative examplo— social gatherings inwtpubs involving alcohol (no
food) remain a concern, and we know tha Christmas is a time when we gather
socially with people we haven't seen fora fong time, 50 we can only open pubs
that serve food and imposea time limit of|

+ Creating holistic view
‘> Tonhelp support decision making, 1GC needs to create a holistic view of the health and

Ron-health data.
© This rounded view wil be particularly important or poliicians
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1GC Status Report (06/11/2020)
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Page 1

1GC Priority Analysis

ER | SLE

I The impactof Thereare a numberofcounty examples, including Dublin, Cork, where
|restrictions. there are interesting differences of th timing of restriction versus the.

impact.
Noted hatwe now have ‘control groups’for certain measures based
‘on activity over the summer (Rol). Additional evidence and control
groups fom measures in NI.
For example, the impact of Level 3 (pubs versus no pubs in diferent

| parts of the country)
Level 3 + versus Level 5. thecurve seemsto be tuninga corner on
basis of Level 3+ rather and Level 5

Action deeper analysis on the restriction (level by level, disaggregated
measures) versus impactfor control groups. Consider a county by
countyanalysis, and then group by theme. In addition, assessifany
useful information from NI restrictions/impact (public data).
Priority for this week

2 | Considerationsfor | ~The current early sage trinking istha thenextsetorestrictions ely
Christmas | tobe Level 3+ “Christmas package"

asviesiens, | + The level of restrictions is lily to be Level3 with some things allowed
| rom Level 2 andsome thingsnot allowed from Level4.

“Thereis a needto understand our typical behaviours at Christmas
versus the typesof events tha have caused us problems versus the

| potential rstricion measures that could be implemented. This il help
| || inform the decison on restriction measures.
| Theanalysis obeperformedby1GC importanttohelp withwhich
| specific measures to be implemented

His unlikelytha the Government would impose localised restrictions
25 communicationisdificult and riskofsocial tourism

«Action as per (1), understand for eachofthe levelswhatis different
‘and what do we know to help informupcomingrestriction discussions
Priory this week

The impactof key | Hypothesis i tha the sharp ise in manycourlies has been caused by
events versusoverall| events / noncompliance / behaviours rather level of restrictions notends having desired impact

 Apotenial example s thecountyfinal wins in Cavan and Meath
contribute significantly. Another potential exampleisNEN
ES - co'ebratons in pubs, house parties
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+ Basic analysis on Cavan based on GeoHive local electoral area, strong
| conelatonbetweencountyflvinner locationandstrongdisease
| incidence rate.

| + Would asobe helpful tolook at thisbyage profileforthese outbreaks
| ‘andhowtheydifferfromthe widercounty and countryageprofile. tis
| not necessary the payer cohort that are the offenders
| + Action county bycounty analysisto identity trends versus key events
| causing disease spread. This includes considering the time of GAA
| finals andthirpotential relationshipwith specific outbreaks.

| | + Prioryforthis week

4 | Theafferent Useful olookatKildare,Laoisand Offaly. All 3countieswent into the
dynamics (LaoisV| samecountylevelhard restrictionsdue to meatplantoutbreaks
Offaly VKidare) |. The disease incidencecurvesforeachcounty differs. OffalyandLaois

| appeared to recover more quickly.
+ Actonlinkedto (3) above,deepercounly level analysis required for

this cohortofcounties
| + Priorityfor this week

5 | The impactof Deliberatechangeincommunications your numberof closecontacts.
improved on [18Octcheckdate]. ProfPhilp Nolan simple messaging on “halvingcommunications on | JC. ose contacts”
ned yourclose |. perception that this simple messaging landed well and had desired

| impact
| + Action perform analysis to investigate itis is a consistent trend.
| = Prioity fortis week

6 | Precisionoflocation | The analysis wascurrently atcounty levelbasedon thelocationof
information available| testing

Deeperanalysis at local electoral areawasbeing made avaiable
weekly through GeoHiive:

+ Objectiveistoget Ercodehomeaddressforeachpersonbeing
testing. Would facitate linking across numerous state datasets through
GSO (welfare, revenue). This can only improve our contact racing
inteligence.

+ HSEhasbeen askedtoprogress thsbut not lear what current satus
is. Discussed that t shouldbepossibleto ascertainEircodefrom
address.

+ The options discussed which noed tobeprogressed by 1GC team.
This levelof analysis is ciiical for setof briefings:

= Understand the codingofthe GeoHive data. Some is
already translating this t local electoral area. Obtain data
ifhelpful
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+ Ae p———
| = Understandthecurentstatus o geocodingwittho HSE,
| | Whatprogress havethey madeandwhenwilltisbo
| | ready

| © Look for altemative approaches e.g. weknow that GP
| referralsystem SWIFTQ has the adresses, we know we
| "have mobile numbersofcitizenscould theybereveres
| lockedup ote

7 Contact tracing The detailed Track and Trace data is worth further consideration. This
process and data included dashboards showing number of close contacts by county and

limitations. transmission source from contact tracing| Ther re tations vith i ata,3scurtcota racing syst isunde pressure ih lage volume of c566 (Gh tush onary case,
versus deep intelligence)TGC team to eview how o present is information and co acitonal

| analysis on the contact tracing information.I Acton asaha planneddoaddon alysis on contact asig
| data. Is this telling us anything further, important to link this to 5 above+ GC team toconsider fatrmatve GT approach on a parr ounty
| would be helpful

Priorityfor this week

& | Tne mpactof cross| Theres undoubtedly a cross border set and the ston NI s
border, specific ‘worrying given the latest trends
discussion on | Clos order movements nang an impact Most ely that hiss
enegs) | being causedby ROI movement over border and bringing disease

| back(asrestrictionslowerinNIfor aperiod)Donegal used a8 n exampleand disease incidence in Ballyshannon
Vs Donegal Town Vs Letterkenny / Buncranna (likened to “suburbs of
Derry’ in terms of social activity etc). Numbers increase dramatically as.

gotcose a barterActin a per (2). (3), (9) desper analysis ecuedby local lector!
aoa, Aaltoofobit dats rel fo undrsanding ross border
activity.Prtfortis wok

impact of aohol | General accepted ht here nk fo alone for many spread
‘events. Thisisnot just pub but also off licence sales.The previous restriction where €0 meal vas requred tended torece potential tar amsts of alone 5 5s consumed pu
envranmentConcer hat is fs simply siting of cence and house pry
anironment Considraton being gent resticions lis onaca sles | tows,
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«Actions itpossibletoengagewithmultiplestoget access to alcohol

sales data
Priorityto getthedata this week. Analysisnextweek

10. | Additonal data to be |. Whist other health, research and economic dataisavailable and being
included dashboards| analysed separately, it would be very helpful to bring allofthis into thefor reference Same piace

This is particulary importantfor briefings with politicians
| © 1GCteamtoactionthefollowing specifc datasets andincorporate nto
| the county/LEA analysis:
| © Cases /Hospitlisations /Deaths
| © Excess mortality analysis performed by CSO
| © Hospitalisations

© Median ageofdeaths
| Economic factors such as small business claims, PUP
| + Initial updates tis wek. Focuson expanding next week
Mobilydata Gettingmobile dataisof keyimportance

CurrentlyvithDOHbutcontractnotyetfinalised
“ 1GC requestedthatthisneeds to be inplace and dataflowingbyend

of this week (13 Nov)ifwe are to include any ofthis analysis in
‘upcoming restriction discussions.

+ Aim 0alsogetStayatHome indexfomMarch fpossible:
+ Analysis aroundstayat home index versus social distance index to be

Separated. The later will take longer to do
+ Action DOH to finalisecontractthis week
+ 16C team to continue to monitorand push.
+ Action 1GC team to consideradditional requests toothermobile

companies
Prioritydefining andpositioning the contract his week
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Next steps and alignment with key Government meetings
‘Specific actions are noted inthe table above. The next 10-15 days will be critical as the numbers fall andcontinued focus on the impact on Christmas. Key points to note:

+ Level 5 restrictions are scheduled to expire 1 December 2020. Current thinking i thatwewill
continue at Level 5 for full 6 weeks to help drive disease incidence down
‘The key NPHET and cabinet covid sub committee meetings will be 26 or 27 November. These
‘meetings will decide the next restriction levels.
‘The next 2 weeks will be critical for our analysis. Briefing scheduled for 12 November, but “don't be
‘surprised if call you back in quite quickly the following wee.

For discussion with team, key focus areas:
National and county by county review of evidence on compliance and impact of restrictions
retrospective

‘© What have the various control groups told us about specific restrictions/easing of
restrictions

© There are specific reasons for high cases in many counties that deviate from national
‘average, evidence needed e.g. gaa, border crossings, super spreader,etcas this is an
important part of story

© Beter location and mobilty information required to help assess compliance and correlation
tokey events.

+ Anticipating where pressure will come from in the immediate term and consideration for
what this means restrictions:

© The key pressure will come from non-essential retail, church gatherings, pubs,
restaurants. In particular Christmas is acritical trading period for manyofthese sectors.

© In addiion, from a wider public perspective culturally there are many things that we like to
do at Christmas (house visits, large family gatherings, mini breaks, etc)

© Need information to help navigate decisions around next round of restrictions:
*  [Eg. 1illustrative example - we have seen from the summer thatindoorsocial

‘house gatherings caused significant spread and there s a tendency to see
increased house visting/ gatherings at Christmas, so we need to continue with a
restriction on family only visits]

+ Eg. 2ilustrative example — social gatherings inwetpubs involving alcohol (no
food) remain a concen, and we know that Christmas is a time when we gather
socially with people we haven't seen fora fong time, so we can only open pubs
that serve food and imposea time limit of]

Creating holistic view
© Tohelp support decision making, 1GC needs to create a holistic viewof the health and

non-health data.
© This rounded view will be particulary important for politicians
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1GC Priority Use Case Analysis
Based onBriefing Session 13 Nov 2020
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1GC update - Week 3
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0:i “+ Overview of Progress update + Stakeholder
Ea H County Insights update

% Overview
= Restriction Insights

+ Implications for
Christmas



Summary of Initial Findings

‘The additional LED data helps explain change in C-19 spread into three broad categories;
1. Driven by proximity to the border
2. Driven by a specific outbreak events
3. Following national restriction trend change.

The Irish and international research is confirming the view that:
1. Some restrictions are effective at managing disease spread
2. Some restrictions help target extreme outbreak events
3. More workis to be done to prove the case for some restrictions.

While accepting small samples, a detailed analysis of Track and Trace confirms that:
1. Increases in LED cases are driven by single specific events.
2 Super-spreaders are four years younger, more likely to have caught the disease in a social setting and

have far higher close contacts.
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Overview of Incident Rate Per Capital Per County
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County View - Laois, Offaly and Kildare —
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Understanding the influence and characteristics of outbreaks and super-
spreaders
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Super spreaders characteristic overview

ee] Female -54% Female - 52% Female -52%
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Donegal -3.7% Donegal 4.7% Donegal - 4.5%
Louth - 2.5% Louth-2.3% Louth - 1.5%

Monaghan 1.5% Monaghan - 2% Monaghan - 0%

RS sore sora
Household- 54.15 Household - 49.7% Household-43%
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Work 11.3% Work 12% Work- 12.1%



“Half your contacts” does appear to have worked with the Level 3 restrictions
(18-21 Oct)
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Restrictions,

Contacts & Setting ‘

Analysis >



Summary of select international research into C-19 restrictions

Restriction pact Assessment Internation Evidence
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Analysis of positive contact types - some insights gained but issues with data
quality
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GAA-related events generated clusters of contacts, but absolute levels remain low
GAA-related terms mentioned 653 times since March
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Contacts generated in restaurant settings, however overall levels remain lowRestaurants mentioned 439 times since Marchee tee LLerm— = RTA —
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Alcohol and social gatherings generated contacts with positive individuals
‘cohol and arty-related terms mentioned1.017 times since March
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Close contact services generate a low number contacts in majority of countiesios contact persona sevice (hresser, beautician barter 413 manoved 198 tics ric anac
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Traditionally religious* celebrations account for high number of contacts
Tnmae ran ner! reste me monboned 953 tres since March, Spike seen in Autumn ants
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Retail generates contacts with positive cases, but low overall incidences recordedRetail and elated terms account for 651 contact circumstances wth posite individuals
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Wet pubs reopening - growth in cases in Dublin slower than the national
average
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Planning for

Christmas? V



Potential implications for Christmas for discussion (and focus for next week)

Christmas Activity Mitgations Comment
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What is the international evidence telling us about preparing for festivals?
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Progress update :



Progress update
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Next steps

eeeetets eet teed

+ Update and expand Use Cases for feedback from today and with LED and restriction focus

+ Resolve Data Protection and Data Sharing Points

+ Stand Up Microsoft Azure insight Platform with HSE

+ Confirm DOH Contract, get access to 3 mobile data and start build / incorporation of insights
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PUP analysis: Kerry, Wicklow and Meath highest ‘exposure’ to C-19 disruption
given sectoral mix
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PUP analysis: Border counties doing worse than expected given sectoral mix
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PUP analysis: C-19 case rates and prolonged restrictions levels appear to be
impacting unemployment levels
—— PUPpaymentsversmtn average © ow
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Donegal consistently above national average for employment impacts, even
before additional lockdown
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PUP levels increase with Level 5, but remain 43% below previous peak
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1GC Priority Use Case Analysis
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The reduction in Ireland's C-19 cases is now levelling and
with the cases in some counties now increasing

The below table shows the 14 day incident rate per 100k population by county and how it has changed in
the last three days. Leitrim, Offaly and Waterford have all seen short term increases in cases. The
reduction in cases for 14 other counties is now below 10%. This is despite incident rates across the
country still being relatively high.

This is quite different from the trend seen in Wave 1, where incident rates continued to decline well
beyond this level of disease prevalence.
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There are fundamental differences between the outbreaks in
Wave 1 and Wave 2, which will impact how they trend
Wave 1 was characterised by outbreaks in nursing homes with a median age of 47 years old. Wave 2 has
been driven by Private Households and with a median age of 33 years old. That is, both outbreaks have
quite different citizen profiles and this will impact how each trends.
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‘The peak of Private Household outbreaks in Wave 2 is approaching triple that seen during Wave 1.
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Outbreaks in Private Households and among younger
people are impacting the worse performing counties

14-day incidence rate per 100K population Laday incidence rate er 100K population
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» Limerick and Donegal decreasing at a » Leitrim, Offaly and Waterford beginning
slower rate compared to other counties upward trend with cases increasing

» Limerick - one family outbreak resulted in » Waterford - increase in 20-24 age group
149 new cases in October being infected with Private Household

outbreaks
» Limerick - increase in outbreaks among

20°24 and 15-19 age groups » Waterford - 103 Private Household
outbreaks since start of October

» Donegal - one Hospital outbreak resulted «compared to 37 Private Household
in 93 new cases since the start of outbreaks in total before October
November



The levelling of disease spread coincides with increases in
direct contacts outside the household, but not mobility

Limerick and Donegal both saw increases in gy S08 a
those reporting direct contact outside their gg 55% SOD SiN
household between 29 October and 2 ggg sn { "
November. The infection rate in both 2d on i i
counties is now levelling. of = . |

Eile i jAlso, the Amérach Public Health Survey £5 on Ned
shows the level of people believing that the ~~ EE & ©
pondemics behing ox reno romain” oF FF FFFFE
May to 22% in November. This may point to “ > ” * ” =
lockdown fatigue, with no clear end in sight renni
resulting in reduced compliance.

The most recent Google and Apple mobility reports are show below. Neither show any significant
change in mobility around the time of the recent slowing of C-19 decline.
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1GC interim update - Week 5

«+ Briefings shared to date

 -
PEL = «+ Continuation of county analysis

| “+ Restrictions impact analysis



Answering four key questions to support government decision making
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Continuation of =
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Overview of Incident Rate Per Capital Per County
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Restrictions impact 2

analysis 4



We have been looking to quantify restrictions in three ways

Ireland restriction analysis
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Ireland - restrictions analysis | a a ™ )
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US research: Full-service restaurants, fitness centres and religious organisations
generating highest risk of infection
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Approach to Christmas monitoring
We will use a variety of existing data sources to monitor restriction performance over theChristmasperiod
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1GC interim update — Week 5

+ Briefings shared to date

CRETl Yam + Continuationof county analysis

B= #Restrictions impact analysis



Answering four key questions to support government decision making
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Overview of Incident Rate Per Capital Per County
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Restrictions impact

analysis 2



We have been looking to quantify restrictions in three ways

relandresticton analysis
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US research: Full-service restaurants, fitness centres and religious organisations
generating highest risk of infection
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Approach to Christmas monitoring
We willuse avarietyofexisting data sourcesto monitor restriction performanceoverthe Christmas period
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1GC update — Week 6

+ 16C Intro

EEN
on =) “ CountrySpecific Analysis

BE Restrictions Impact analysis

“InternationalAnalysis

+ RoadmaptoChristmas



Introduction to the C-19 One Government Centre (16C)

£ Helping improve visiiity anddecision making with across governmentandsociety view
g of rland's performance in tacking this criss
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Answering four key questions to support government decision making
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Introduction to County Specific Analysis

This section summarises the how C-19 is spreading in select countries. They can be broadly put nto four categories:

+ Driven by proximitytotheborder

2 Driven by a specific outbreak event (while accepting that all counties have outbreaks), e.g.
- Nursing Homes
- Workplace
- Socal
- private House
- University

+ Following the national restriction trend change

+ oublin



County Analysis Summary
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Overview of Incidence Rate Per Capital Per County TEER
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CountyView—Donegal (20/11) i
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County view — Dublin (19/11) =
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We have been looking to quantify restrictions in three ways
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Overview of Restriction Analysis Methodology
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Ireland -restrictions analysis

Interactive demo showing restrictions
impact analysis by county \ \
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Track and Trace Free Text Analysis

The HSETrackand Trace system captures the informationfor
each citizen being tested for C19. This includes a contact \typefield which explains th contact between clizens that
the test resulted from. Contactcategoriesare selected by the
contact tracer from a drop downlist including “social’,“work, tc ||

add furtherdetails. For example, if thecategorywas “social”
then the free text field may so “tended sports game.
together”

Aselection ofthe analysis of tis free text fields shown in "hissection. Note tis relatively small ampleo dataand Emr
should be treated ony a directionally informative be



GAA-related events generated clusters of contacts, but absolute levels remain low
GArelated tars mentioned 653 times ice March
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Contacts generated in restaurant settings, however overall levels remain lowSeptgEeie)i esses
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Alcohol and social gatherings generated contacts with positive individuals
‘coholand party rested tems mentioned 1,017 mes since March
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Canadian Thanksgiving: Test & Trace data and case numbers show surge in confirmed
cases post Canadian Thanksgiving on 12 October
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US research: Full-service restaurants, fitness centres and religious organisations
generating highest risk of infection
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Approach to Christmas monitoring.
Wewill combinea variety of data sourcesto monitor activity over the Christmas period
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What will the next six weeks look like? [EEE
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1GC update - Week 6

+ 16C Intro
=

SEE =) + County Specific Analysis.

* Restrictions Impact analysis

+ International Analysis

+ Roadmap to Christmas



Introduction to the C-19 One Government Centre (16C)

Bll Heining improvevisibility and decision making by combining and analysing data across government
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Answering four key questions to support government decision making
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Introduction to County Specific Analysis

This section summarises the analysis for each county. The data suggests that the profiles of counties canbe broadly categorised as follows:

+. Driven by proximity to the border

2 Driven by significant known outbreak event(s) (while accepting that all counties have outbreaks), e.g.
~ Nursing Homes

Workplace
+ University
- social
- Private House

3. Following the national restriction trend change

4 Dublin



County Analysis Summary
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Overview of Incidence Rate Per Capital Per County TR

The below heatmap shows the county Incident rate per caial over te ast two months. Toe overall reduction n casesRoE evated ne week ih Some Couns nov reas:
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County View - Donegal (20/11)[GEREN J i
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County view - Galway (20/11) ry
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Dublin - focal authority breakdowns over time [ER
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Countyview - Waterford (20/11) yo] —_—
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Countyview - Roscommon (20/11) [ee
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We have been looking to quantify restrictions in three ways

Ireland restriction analysis
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Overview of Restriction Analysis Methodology
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Summary of Restrictions Analysis
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Ireland - restrictions analysis L nl — ——

Interactive demo showing restrictions i
impact analysis by county
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Track and Trace Free Text Analysis |

The HSE Track and Trace system captures the
information fo each citizen being tested for C-19. Tis \includes a contact type field, which explain the contact
between citizens tha the test resulted from. Contact
categories are selected by the contact tracer from adrop down is, incucing Social, “work”, etc. 1
There is asoa free text field where the contact tracer . Jmay add further details. for example, if the categorywas Social” then the free text ied may say “attended
sports game together
Asectionoftheanalysisofthis free text fiedisshown -in ths section. Note i i a relatively smal sample of rerdota and shoud be treated ony as directionallyinformative. —
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GAA-related events generated clusters of contacts, but absolute levels remain low
GAA-rlated terms mentioned 653 times since March
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Contacts generated in restaurant settings, however overall levels remain lowRestaurants mentioned 439 times since March
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Alcohol and social gatherings generated contacts with positive individuals
canol and pary-related terms mentioned 1.017 times since March
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Canadian Thanksgiving: Test & Trace data and case numbers show surge in
confirmed cases post Canadian Thanksgiving on 12 October
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US research: Full-service restaurants, fitness centres and religious organisations

generating highest risk of infection
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Approach to Christmas monitoring
We will combine a variety of data sources to monitor activity over the Christmas period
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What wil the next six weeks look like? [mm
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1GC update - Week 6

+“ 1GC Intro

SEOn = + County Specific Analysis

BE # Restrictions Impact analysis

“International Analysis

“+ Roadmap to Christmas



Answering four key questions to support government decision making

Helping improve visibility and decision making by combining and analysing data across government
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Summary of Initial Findings
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Overview of Restriction Analysis Methodology
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County Analysis Summary
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Summary of 14 day incidence rate per 100k

‘The below heatmap shows the county 14day incidence rate per 100k over the lat two months. The overall reduction
in'cases has levelled in the week with same counties now Increasing.
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Summary of RestrictionBREE ET
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Cavan's three LEAs follow a different path. One is being driven by outbreaks,
one impacted by the border and one more aligned with the national trend
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Meath is seeing more cases than the national average. This is influenced by
proximity to Dublin and specific outbreak events
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The border is contributing to Donegal's higher rate of cases. Donegal is not
seeing the benefit of recent Level 4 increases seen in other border counties
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Cork is broadly aligned with the national trend. Cork City is driving up the
incidence rates across the county
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Galway rose above the national average during the second wave, driven by
Galway City Central and Connemara South LEAs
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Dublin - local authority breakdowns over time
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County view - Dublin as
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Cases in Limerick during Sept and Oct were driven by very large extended {
family and community outbreaks
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Kerry is seeing lower cases than the nat , with Listowel bordering (
Limerick having the highest number of
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We have been looking to quantify restrictions in three ways
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Ireland - restrictions analysis |

Interactive demo showing restrictions
impact analysis by county i \ N
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Wet Pubsopened across the country, but not Dublin, on 21 September. The
increase in Dublin's cases then slowed when compared with other counties

Case growth in Dublin after the Wet Pubs opening in other counties was 33% ower than the national average and 79%to
824 lower than other counties with larger cies. Note ths coincides with universities opening, which impacts Cork,
Galway and Limerick
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The three phases of re-opening during late May to early July did not have a
significant impact on cases
Ine reopening of construction. non-essential etal and he wider Phe3 changes id not appear to have a materialpack on the cases nations o nerComes
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Track and Trace Free Text Analysis |

The HSE Track and Trace system captures the
information for each citizen being tested for C+19. This \
includes2contacttype field, whichexplainsthecontact
between citizens that the test resulted from. Contact
categories are selected by the contact tracer fom a
drop down ist, including “social”, "work", etc. 1
There i asoa free text field where the contact tracer . J
may add furtherdetails. For example, ifthe category
Was “social” then the free textfield maysay “attended
sports gametogether

A selection ofthe analysis of this free textfield is shown
in this section. Note tia relatively smal sample of rrr
data and should be treated only as directionally

informative. SE ——
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Contacts with positive individuals generated in restaurantsEEERestacsants mention 435 times between har - Jom Now
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Retail contacts with positive individuals EEEBEarmas iet- 120 Hox
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GA-related events contacts with positive individuals [EEESISsrsi ae
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International Desktop Research
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Canadian Thanksgiving: Test & Trace data and case numbers show surge in
confirmed cases post Canadian Thanksgiving on 12 October

Background Wey fining:
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US research: Full-service restaurants, fitness centres and religious organisations
generating highest risk of infection

Approach Key findings
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Approach to Christmas monitoring
Wewill combine a variety of data sources to monitor activity over the Christmas period
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What wil the next six weeks look like? emErm—
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County Analysis Summary
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Summary of 14 day incidence rate per 100k TEE
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County View - Laois, Offaly and Kildare (17/11)
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Update - Week 6
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Som 4 CountySpecific Analysis
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Le » Mm + Restrictions Impact analysis

= % International Analysis

+ Roadmap to Christmas



Answering four key questions to support government decision making

Helping improve visibility and decision making by combining and analysing data across government
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Summary of initial findings

+ Extendingcounty analysisto Local Electoral Areas (LEA) helps provide mrespeci understandingofwhat 5 happening neach countyTheseprofescan road be categoriseda aons:
+ Sinificant known outbreak event)
= prowimitytothe border
5 Following the national pric
« provinity to andscaleof Dublin

= We now haveaarmore expansive esting regime. Tismeanstha tsfcodirectly compare Wave and Wore 2. Wie accepting ha, I15 worth noting thathere was it ncutbreaks from being ed by Nursing Homes in Wave 1 10 rate Households in Wave 2. ThsContribute0: reductionof 15years inthe medianageofcass rom Wave 1 10Wave 2 (sce. ¢501
+ Socal gathering,citizencongregations. alcohol and specificlocal events al appeared t have contributed o Wave 2outbreaks
= Level 3 appears 0 ave oly started fo reduce actual casesfollowing the troductionof futher household restrictions eve 3 Ma) from midoctober
= Wet pub opened inal counties except Dubin te September. Thee was an accelerated increase i the 14 ay disease incidence ate per00K 10 days ater inmost counties. This increase was ho see 1 the same extent in Dublin
+ The Les containing University College Cork UCC) and National Universityof Irland Galway (NUIGboth sa higher case increases than theest of thei County when th universiles opened. Tis difference was reduced whe theverses went anne, Wet pubs 150 opened 1 bothtes onthe same wack tat unversties opened
= The northern counties, and especially LEAS on the border, doappear to be impacted by proximity oth border, Donegal not seeingSgnfican reductions with Leveltht was seen i oer bordor aunties Th introductionof Level4 1 Danega coincided with reduction inmask wearing acebook survey data), which goes 3inst ational rencs
+ The reopening of construction, non-essential etll and hewider Phase 3 changes during thesummerda nt appear to have had a materialmpoct onthe 14da disease incidenceate per 100K nationallyoinarr counties
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Overview of Restriction Analysis Methodology
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County Analysis Summary
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Summary of county-level 14 day incidence rate per 100k

oe—mmee—eeeettme————The heatmap below shows the 14 day ncdence ate per 100k population fr each county over the ast wo months. TeVera 1CGUENON case has veldfo 11/13, wih Sor County eloenee oes cresting
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Summary of Restriction Impact
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Cavan's three LEAS follow a different path. One is being driven by outbreaks,
one impacted by the border and one more aligned with the national trend
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Meath is seeing a higher incidence rate than the national average. This is
influenced by proximity to Dublin and specific outbreak events
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The border is contributing to Donegal’s higher rate of cases. Donegal is not
seeing the benefit of recent Level 4 increases seen in other border counties
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Cork is broadly aligned with the national trend. Cork City is driving up the
incidence rates across the county
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Galway rose above the national average during the second wave, driven by
Galway City Central and Connemara South LEAS
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Dublin - local authority breakdowns over time

“The below heatmap shows the Dublin LEA 1 day incidence rate per 100k population since early August. Some areas.
are seeing higher incidence rates.
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Dublin includes over a quarter of Irelands population. It therefore includes
many stories and strongly aligns with national case levels
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Cases in Limerick during Sept and Oct were driven by very large extended
family and community outbreaks
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Kerry is seeing lower cases than the national average, with Listowel bordering
Limerick having the highest number of recent cases
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Restrictions impact >

analysis Sc



We have been looking to quantify restrictions in three ways

oO Ireland restriction analysis
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Wet Pubs opened across the country, but not Dublin, on 21 September. The
increase in Dublin's cases then slowed when compared with other counties

Case growth in Dublinafter the Wet Pubs opening in other counties was 33% ower than the national average and 79% to
82% owerthanother counties with large cities. Note this coincides with universities opening, which impacts Cork,
Galway and Limerick
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The three phases of re-opening during late May to early July did not have a
significant impact on cases
The reopening of construction, non-essential etal and the wider Phase 3 changes id not appear to have a materia
mic on the cases nalanaly or i rer counties
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Track and Trace Free Text Analysis L
—s
The HSE Track and Trace system captures theinformation for each citizen being tested for C-19. This \includes a contac type fied, which explains the contactbetween dtizens tha the test resulted from. Contactcategories are selected by the contact tracer rom adrop downis, including “Social, “work”, etc 1

may add further detais. for example, f the categorywas “social” then the free textfield maysay “attended
sportsgametogether.
A selection ofthe analysis of tis free textfield is shownin this section. Note tis a relatively smal sample of rrrdata and should be treated only os directionallyinformative. —
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Alcohol/social gatherings contacts with positive goon |tomar nd pryiedomerin 14 ime between Mar 10° Nov,
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Contacts with positive individuals generated in restaurants[EERestaurants mentioned 439 times between ar- 10% Now
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Retail contacts with positive individuals [EEEFser
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GAArelated events contacts with positive individuals [EEEGRA-related terms mentioned 653 times between Mar - 10% Nov
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International Desktop Research
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Canadian Thanksgiving: Test & Trace data and case numbers show surge in
confirmed cases post Canadian Thanksgiving on 12 October

Background Keyfindings:
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US research: Full-service restaurants, fitness centres and religious organisations
generating highest risk of infection

Approach Key findings
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Approach to Christmas monitoring
We will combine a variety of data sources to monitor activity over the Christmas period
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What will the next six weeks look like? [mE
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County Analysis Summary
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Summary of 14 day incidence rate per 100k TEER

The below heatma shows the county ncdent ate per capa ver the ast two months. The overal reduction m casesRas vee i he we wih Sore Counties now ncrens.
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County View - Laos, Offaly and Kildare (17/11) fe
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Restrictions Impact Overview
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14 Day Incidence Rate Overview
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Private House Outbreak Analysis
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Limerick: Large hospital and community outbreak drive the increase in
incidence rate
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Offaly: Private house outbreaks and nursing homes driving incidence rates. A
number of school outbreaks but spread across the time periodEe School oubrea utSpendants ton peg 2%A
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Donegal: Rise in November primarily driven by a major hospital outbreak
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Jas: Two hospital outbreaks the primary reason behind increased incidencerate
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Leitrim:A rise in cases primarily driven by private household outbreaks
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Answering four key questions to support government decision making

Helping improvevisibility and decision makingby combining and analysing data across government
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Summary of initial findings
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County Analysis Summary
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Summary of county-level 14 day incidence rate per 100k

“The hestrmap below shows the 14 day incidencerate per 100k population foreach county aver thlast two months. The overall
eduction in cases has levelled to 17/11, with some county incidence rates increasing
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Overview of Restriction Analysis Methodology
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Summary of Restriction Impact

Thebelowheatmap shows the average dalychange in 14 day incidenceratepr 100k orth time period tha each change in
restriction was in piace, The impact  clvlaed usingthe approach described n Side8. Noteth absolute numberofweekly tests
as sgnficantyncressed sinceWave 1
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Cavan'’s three LEAs follow a different path. One is being driven by outbreaks, one
impacted by the border and one more aligned with the national trend
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Meath is seeing a higher incidence rate than the national average. This is influenced by
proximity to Dublin and specific outbreak events
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The border is contributing to Donegal’s higher rate of cases. Donegal is not seeing the
benefit of recent Level 4 increases seen in other border counties
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Cork is broadly aligned with the national trend. Cork City is driving up the incidence rates
across the county
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Galway rose above the national average during the second wave, driven by Galway City
Central and Connemara South LEAs
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Dublin - local authority breakdowns over time
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Dublin includes over a quarter of Ireland's population. It therefore includes many stories
and strongly aligns with national case levels
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Cases in Limerick during Sept and Oct were driven by very large extended family and

communityoutbreaks 0000000000000
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Kerry is seeing lower cases than the national average, with Listowel bordering Limerick
having the highest number of recent cases
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‘We have been looking to quantify restrictions in three ways
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Wet Pubs opened across the country, but not Dublin, on 21 September. The increase in Dublin's incidence
rate then slowed when compared with other counties
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The incidence rate did not materially increase after the three phases of re-opening
during late May to early July
The reopeningofconstruction, non-essential retail and the wider Phase 3 openings did not appearto havea material impact on theCoes mavonatyo nro coumges. Nore that sees ncdence aveswertlw ot hs
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Canadian Thanksgiving: Testing& Tracing data and case numbers show surge in
confirmed cases post Canadian Thanksgiving on 12 October
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US research: Full-service restaurants, fitness centres and religious organisations
generating highest risk of infection
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Approach to Christmas monitoring
Wewill combine 3 variety of daasources to panto actity ver theChristmasperiod
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# Introduction
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Providing data analysis to support Government decision making

£1 Doe Anayics team was engaged to analyse certain aggregated daa valble othe Site as part oftheState's Covid 19
management srstgy. EVs role wa t analyse the avlsle dats and to present back to Government offcils to consider 53 part
fs on going deliberations and decsion making with regard 0 Covid 19 restrictions. The focus s kuting disease Incidence rtes in
he conte of othr ata (., restriction changes) t produce insights,rather than performing epidemiology:
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Summary of initial findings
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County Analysis Summary
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Summary of county-level 14 day incidence rate per 100k
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Overview of Restriction Analysis Methodology
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Summary of Restriction Impact
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The introduction of Level 3 Max and Level 5 both coincide with a reduction incidence
rates
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Cavan's three LEAS follow adifferent path. One is being driven by outbreaks, one
impacted by the border and one more aligned with the national trend
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Meath is seeing a higher incidence rate than the national average. This is influenced by
proximity to Dublin and specific outbreak events
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The border is contributing to Donegal's higher rate of cases. Donegal is not seeing the
benefit of recent Level 4 increases seen in other border counties
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Cork is broadly aligned with the national trend. Cork City is driving up the incidence rates
across the county
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Galway rose above the national average during the second wave, driven by Galway City
Central and Connemara South LEAs
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Dublin — local authority breakdowns over time
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Dublin includes over a quarter of Ireland's population. It therefore includes many stories
and strongly aligns with national case levels
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Cases in Limerick during Sept and Oct were driven by very large extended family and
community outbreaks
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Kerry is seeing lower cases than the national average, with Listowel bordering Limerick
having the highest number of recent cases
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We have been looking to quantify restrictions in three ways
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Wet Pubs opened across the country, but not Dublin, on 21 September. The increase in Dublin's incidence
rate was then lower than the national average and for larger counties.
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The incidence rate did not materially increase after the three phases of re-opening
during late May to early July
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Canadian Thanksgiving; Testing & Tracing data and case numbers show surge in
confirmed cases post Canadian Thanksgiving on 12 October
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US research: Full-service restaurants, fitness centres and religious organisations

generating highest risk of infection
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Providing data analysis to support Government decision making

£1 Daa Anayics team wasengaged to anys certain aggregated data valble othe State a5 part of the State's Coid 19
management iste. EVs role was to anlys th aalale data and to present back to Government afl to consider as pat
of5 on-going deletions and decision making with regard to Covid 19 restrictions. The focusis stating disease incidence ates In
The conte of othr Gta (0. restriction changes) t roduc insights ther than performing epidemiology.
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Summary of initial findings
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County Analysis Summary
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Summary of county-level 14 day incidence rate per 100k
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Overview of Restriction Analysis Methodology
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‘Summary of Restriction Impact
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The introduction of Level 3 Max and Level 5 both coincide with a reduction incidence
rates
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Cavan’s three LEAs follow a different path. One is being driven by outbreaks, one
impacted by the border and one more aligned with the national trend
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Meath is seeing a higher incidence rate than the national average. This is influenced by
proximity to Dublin and specific outbreak events
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The border is contributing to Donegal’s higher rate of cases. Donegal is not seeing the
benefit of recent Level 4 increases seen in other border counties
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Cork is broadly aligned with the national trend. Cork City is driving up the incidence rates
across the county
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Galway rose above the national average during the second wave, driven by Galway City
Central and Connemara South LEAs
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Dublin ~ local authority breakdowns over time

Thelelow heatmap shows the Dublin LE 14 dy incidence at per100kpopulation scearlyAugust. Some areas are seeing
Higher incidence ates.
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Dublin includes over a quarter of Ireland's population. It therefore includes many stories
and strongly aligns with national case levels
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Cases in Limerick during Sept and Oct were driven by very large extended family and
community outbreaks
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Kerry is seeing lower cases than the national average, with Listowel bordering Limerick

having the highest numberof recent cases
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‘We have been looking to quantify restrictions in three ways
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Wet Pubs opened across the country, but not Dublin, on 21 September. The increase in Dublin's incidence
rate was then lower than the national average and for larger counties

Wet pubs opened inal counties except Dublin in ate September. Tis coincided wih universities ering together with specific
Sporting events The 16 day disease ncdence rate pe 100K started to incredse ten days tern very county. The subsequent
incidence roe growth in Dublin was 35% lower han the national average and 79% o 82% lower han other Counties wih larger
ie. Wicklow was the ony county that performed beter than Dublin, with» 105%lowe growth rate han Dubin
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The incidence rate did not materially increase after the three phases of re-opening
during late May to early July
The reapeninofconstruction, nan-essentl etal and he widerPhase3 pening didnot appear to havea materi impact on theCots anomalyorn gerCounsNot hotHausencdence roves were ow th me
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Canadian Thanksgiving: Testing & Tracing data and case numbers show surge in
confirmed cases post Canadian Thanksgiving on 12 October
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US research: Full-service restaurants, fitness centres and religious organisations
generating highest risk of infection

Approach Key findings
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Providing data analysis to support Government decision making

£1 Data Analytics teamwasengaged to analyse certain aggregated data valle tothe Statea part ofthe State's Covid 19
management sirtegy. EV role ws 0analse he valble dot and t present back to Government officials to consideras prt
11s on ging deliberationand econ making with regard 0 Covd 19 restrictions The focus stuating disease incidence ates in
he context of other ata (5. restriction changes) o produce nsghs,rther than performing epidemiology.
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Summary of initial findings
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County Analysis Summary
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Summary of county-level 14 day incidence rate per 100k
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Overview of Restriction Analysis Methodology
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Summary of Restriction Impact

The below Patmap hows he average Gay ange 1 18 doy ncdenc aepar 100K pr recon, The pacts coumed vrehe pproschdesroedinSide.
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The introduction of Level 3 Max and Level 5 both coincide with a reduction incidence
rates
The introduction of evel 3 saw the 14 day incidence rate per 100k decrease infourcounties only. However, incidence did start to
reduce in al counties withthe introductionof further household restrictions (Level 3 Max) and then Level 5. These three restrictionchanges happened within> 15 day period, with Level 3 Max only activeor6days.
Forcompleteness, this analysis has also been repeated fora 7day and a dally incidence rate average over three days. All three are
shown below and followa not idenica, but vry similar pattern
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Cavan’s three LEA follow a different path. One is being driven by outbreaks, one
impacted by the border and one more aligned with the national trend
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Meath is seeing a higher incidence rate than the national average. This is influenced by
proximity to Dublin and specific outbreak events
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The border is contributingto Donegal’s higher rate of cases. Donegal is not seeing the
benefit of recent Level 4 increases seen in other border counties
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Cork is broadly aligned with the national trend. Cork City is driving up the incidence rates
across the county
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Galway rose above the national average during the second wave, driven by Galway City

Central and Connemara South LEAs
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Dublin LEA Analysis

Thebelow heatmap shows heDublinLG 14 doIncidence rat pr 100K population soe arly August, Some areas ae seeingHigher incidence rates.
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Dublin includes over a quarter of Ireland's population. It therefore includes many stories
and strongly aligns with national case levels
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Cases in Limerick during Sept and Oct were driven by very large extended family and
community outbreaks
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Kerry is seeing lower cases than the national average, with Listowel bordering Limerick
having the highest number of recent cases
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We have been looking to quantify restrictions in three ways
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Wet Pubs opened across the country, but not Dublin, on 21 September. The increase in Dublin's incidence

rate was then lower than the national average and for larger counties
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The incidence rate did not materially increase after the three phases ofre-opening
during late May to early July
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Canadian Thanksgiving: Testing &Tracing data and case numbers show an increase in
confirmed cases post Canadian Thanksgiving on 12 October
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US research: Full-service restaurants, fitness centres and religious organisations
generating highest risk of infection
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Providing data analysis to support Government decision making

£1 Dota Analytics team was engaged to analyse certin aggregated data avilable o the State a5 partofthe State's Cod 19
management srategy. EV ole ws to analyse the avaiable dats and to present ack to Goverment ofcll o consider as part
11s on ging dlierations and decision making with regard to Covi 19 restrictions. The focus i situating disease Incidence rates in
the context of other ata (5. restriction changes] produce insights rather than performing epidemiology:
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Summary of initial findings
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County Analysis Summary
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Summary of county-level 14 day incidence rate per 100k

The heatmap below shows the 14doyincidence rae per 100k population fr each county ovr the ask two mats. The overal
eduction in cases has leveledto 17/1, with some county ncdence fates increasing.
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Overview of Restriction Analysis Methodology
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Summary of Restriction Impact
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The introduction of Level 3 Max and Level 5 both coincide with a reduction incidence
rates
The 16 dayincidence rate per 100K dd not reduceforall but four counties with th introduction of Level 3. However, it did start foreduce with the introduction of further household restrictions (Level3 Max)and then Level 5.
Thesethre restriction changes happened within a 15 day period, with Level 3 Max was only active or 6days.
For completeness, this analysis has also been repeated fora 7day and a dally incidencerate averageover three days. All three areshown below and follow similar, albeit reduced, paterns
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Cavan'’s three LEAs follow a different path. One is being driven by outbreaks, one
impacted by the border and one more aligned with the national trend
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Meath is seeing a higher incidence rate than the national average. This is influenced by
proximity to Dublin and specific outbreak events
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The border is contributingto Donegal’s higher rate of cases. Donegal is not seeing the
benefit of recent Level 4 increases seen in other border counties
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Cork is broadly aligned with the national trend. Cork City is driving up the incidence rates
across the county
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Galway rose above the national average during the second wave, driven by Galway City
Central and Connemara South LEAs
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Dublin ~ local authority breakdowns over time
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Dublin includes over a quarter of Ireland's population. It therefore includes many stories
and strongly aligns with national case levels
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Cases in Limerick during Sept and Oct were driven by very large extended family and
community outbreaks
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Kerry is seeing lower cases than the national average, with Listowel bordering Limerick
having the highest number of recent cases
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We have been looking to quantify restrictions in three ways
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Wet Bars opened across the country, but not Dublin, on 21 September. The increase in Dublin's incidence

rate was then lower than the national average and for larger counties
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The incidence rate did not materially increase after the three phases of re-opening
during late May to early July
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Canadian Thanksgiving: Testing& Tracing data and case numbers show surge in
confirmed cases post Canadian Thanksgiving on 12 October
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US research: Full-service restaurants, fitness centres and religious organisations
generating highest risk of infection
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Providing data analysis to support Government decision making

£1 Date Analyteteam was engaged to analyse certain aggregate data waibe tothe taeas part of he State's Covid 19
management sista. EVs ae was to anals the avaiable daa nto present back to Government ffl to consider spat

ts ongoing Glieations and decision making with regardto Cod 19 restrictions. The focus  ituating disease Incidence aes in
Tn coment of thr ta (5. restriction change) 1 produce Insight, rather than perarming epidemiaogy
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Summary of initial findings
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County Analysis Summary
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Summary of county-level 14 day incidence rate per 100k
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Overview of Restriction Analysis Methodology
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Summary of Restriction Impact

Th below heatap shows To overage aly change 14 day incidence at par 00K per restriction. The impacts cleuoed Wing
haapprosch desertednie .
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The introduction of Level 3 Max and Level 5 both coincide with a reduction incidence
rates
‘The 14 day incidence rate per 100K dd not reduceforallbut four counties with th introduction of Level 3. However, t did starttoreduce with the introduction of further household restrictions (Level 3 Max) and then Level 5
These thre restriction changes happened within a 15 dy period, with Level 3Maxwasonly active fo 6 days.
Forcompleteness, this analysis has aso been repeated fora 7 dayand»daly incidence rateaverageoverthree days Al hree areshownbelow and follow simiar, albeit reduced, paterns
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Cavan’s three LEAs follow a different path. One is being driven by outbreaks, one
impactedby the border and one more aligned with the national trend
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Meath is seeing a higher incidence rate than the national average. This is influenced by

proximity to Dublin and specific outbreak events
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The border is contributing to Donegal’s higher rate of cases. Donegal is not seeing the

benefit of recent Level 4 increases seen in other border counties
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Cork is broadly aligned with the national trend. Cork City is driving up the incidence rates
across the county
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Galway rose above the national average during the second wave, driven by Galway City
Central and Connemara South LEAs
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Dublin ~local authority breakdowns over time
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Dublin includes over a quarter of Ireland's population. It therefore includes many stories
and strongly aligns with national case levels
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Cases in Limerick during Sept and Oct were driven by very large extended family and
communityoutbreaks
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Kerry is seeing lower cases than the national average, with Listowel bordering Limerick
having the highest number of recent cases
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Restrictions impact
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We have been looking to quantify restrictions in three ways
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Wet Pubs opened across the country, but not Dublin, on 21 September. The increase in Dublin's incidence
rate was then lower than the national average and for larger counties

Wet puss opened a counties except ublin i ate September, Ti colncided with ures opering together with speciSrtng evens The 16 do seo FBenc ot per 100K ried 10 rareasesendays te in very county. The subsetPdenta fate Brown Dublin wes 3% lower tho tn hranel eros and 9%10 S35 lower tran other courte win geres Wickon was th any Coury hak performed beter han Dubin with3 0% ower $row ak an Dubin
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The incidence rate did not materially increase after the three phases of re-opening
during late May toearly July

‘The reopening of construction, non-essential retail and the wider Phase 3openings did not appeartohavea material impact on theCave ona orn ger counties Note ha ease incoance roves ware owots 6
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Canadian Thanksgiving: Testing & Tracing data and case numbers show an increase in
confirmed cases post Canadian Thanksgiving on 12 October
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US research: Full-service restaurants, fitness centres and religious organisations
generating highest risk of infection
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PUP analysis: Kerry, Wicklow and Meath highest concentration of employment in
vulnerable sectors
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PUP analysis: The importance of vulnerable sectors as a sourceof employment
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PUP analysis: Border counties have more PUP recipients than expected given sectoral
mix
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PUP levels increased with Level 5, but remain ¢.41% below previous peak
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1GC Priority Use Case Analysis (w/c 30/11)
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1GC Status Report (04/12/2020)
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1GC Detailed Update
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1GC Resource Tracker
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1GC Plan on a Page - Phase 2 Draft Pending Key Planning Decisions
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Update - Week 7

+ Feedback on last week
B= = “% Update on county analysis
SER.

iol ¥ a] < Plan for monitoring impact of restrictions.

< Project updates
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14 Day Incidence Rate by County (as at 30/11/2020)
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Answering four key questions to support government decision making

Helping improve visibility and decision making by combining and analysing data across government
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Specific assets and insights informing how we are performing and identifying
future risks
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Identifying higher risk events

We have created an events tracker in order to identify key event types, dates, locations and counties involved.
“This will help to inform early warning tracking, as well as retrospective analysisin areas in which disease

incidences have increased.
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Helping to monitor ongoing performance on the run up to and during Christmas

compLiAnce OUTCOMES(T+10)
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Ensuring the right metrics to monitor ongoing compliance
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Progress update

Ee aa: ET

» Delivered weekly Progress Report and | |» Created Google aii rottype for » Expanded C19 Heatmapfor 3and5daysProgress Upaate mesing toon presentation today cnanges
» 508dsecond SOW wR HSE. » Crete Facebook Survey prototype for | |» Expanced Restrictions Impact tol to

trae presentation today include 7 oy and roling 3 day veraoe 35
Guemiomaire » Created Dubin Fatt prottype for elasoralowing hanes 0 0 ay

» Issued 1GC HSE Detailed Data Request presentation today |
‘and workshop to go though in detail » Created Future events long lst to be. - Epesbaton estrietion

» Issued draft Data Protection Impact ‘shown today pees,Rasesument to HSE and amating » Cretea Th Transport rote or
pres resentaton ose
» sued 1GC HSE Isiht Governance » Designea Stay at Home Index prototype
approachtaHE and swaling feaback|| wie swing data

» HSE stood up 1GC platform and nowin. | |» Awaiting AID Payments Osta
aed ieting

» Confirmed access to Stay at Home
Indes and wider Goong sccess



1GC Insights Delivery Governance Structure
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Where we are with the key DoT and Government dependencies

REQUIREMENT | USECASES | STATUS | DESCRIPTION
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5 Day Incidence Rate by County (as at 30/11/2020)
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3 Day Incidence Rate by County (as at 30/11/2020)
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Transport dashboard detail
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Dublin City Centre footfall dashboard detail

Footfal Dashboard Extracts
Sms > Footfall Dashboard prototype built using

Mt —— daily Smart Dublin counter data

: | i
x + Il» Data set provides daily footfall volumes by

2 gre maa i street in Dublin City Centre
3 i jipe |

> semm————] |» Initial analysis observes Dublin City Centre
me Footfalland 14 Day Incidence Rate of

so rr ‘County Dublin (provided by ECDC)

ed Fey A |
® Wem » Smart Dublin counter data updated
a i | monthly currently by Dublin City Council



Facebook survey dashboard detail

——————_—— » pms
QE J facilitatedbyFacebook, conductedbythea Griversyof aryans
— _— > Focus on threekeyissues reported:

JTean i 1. Mask compliance
2. Contactsoutside household

TT, 3. Financial worries
> Dashboard can be updated daly (ubject

- to Facebook data being published daily)
= With two-day lag time.

» Can be used for analysis as required going
forward to measure compliance with
Covid19 restrictions

- - Allowsfor comparisonofthesethree
~ measures for two specific counties andor

dates to precisely determine impact of
restriction changes and other key evens
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Google/Apple Mobility Dashboard detail

- + Bothdatasets are updated daily, with a short lag
—_—t + The Appl dataset contains th number of direction— TEUERE fordennarans WAIING 3 2 percentageTele to Daseing of an 13h. at a national eve

et » The Google dataset uses the median value for that day.— of the week in th five week period of Jan 3rd- Feb
—— 6th as baseline, and reports across 6 broad location

es a1 2 nations) and county evel
I | cocGoo conor atapriortorasearesatsve me nde or Snhut= BR— .— + The dashboard enables th folowing analysis:

TTT Tl + Comive ation an coumiy ev! ends avoss mute> ~ omy categoriesovrtm
TTT TTT + Dict compare one ofa number ofmosity metrics onC fits pis
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Stay at home index detail

mn » Uses mobile data to evaluate movement
throughout the country at different points in
time

| > Broken down nto thre key areas:
= 1. Stay at home index: Shows proportion of

| population that remained within 10km
FETC, | of their home, broken downby age

 ————=—— groups
2. County level flow: Shows movement

Cotman into, within and out of each county
[she compared to levels seen in January and

I February
1 3. Origin-destinationflow: Visual display of

movement into and outofa given ED
C=" |» Using this data, along with other mobity

data, movemeri throughout the country wil
be examined 0 belter understand the spread
of G19



Summary of international research
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1GC Priority Use Case Analysis (w/c 7/12)
Based on briefing session 4/12
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Update - Week 8

+ County and outbreak analysis

a: = + Payments data
he i] + Data update

+ Project updates



County and outbreak -
analysis 7



Increase for half of the 26 counties in 14-day incidence rates (the last 5 days)
Relatively stable national 14-day incidence rate
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No identifiable impact on incidence rate between winning and losing team, with
both showing a decrease 10 days after the event took place
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Payments data >



Sit-in restaurant transactions rose in early summer, while incidence rates
remained low until after other restriction changes had occurred
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Sit-in restaurant transactions returned to 2019 levels during the summer
months. Online sales rose, showing a shift towards online ordering
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Data update =z



Specific assets and insights informing how we are performing and identifying
future risks
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Christmas update schedule
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Press Briefing Key Statistics 10 Dec 2020

DISEASE INCIDENCE RATES SHOPPING AND NIGHTLIFE COMPLIANCE

+ incidence rates nationally are > Dublin City Centre had ts busiest + Smallincrease in citizens meeting
broadly stable over the lat five weekend since March oearotun with contacts outside of their
das Household this week (375) versus

last week (34%)
+ Half of the 26 counties had + 2:3pmls the busiest shoppingincreases inthe La-day incidence period wth 9-10amstlrelatively | |» Mask wearing compliance remains

rates over the last 5 days. iatoystartn> constant with a out of 5 people
nationally reporting adherence

+10 counties are above the national | [+ Traffic around four tracked
incidence rate level shopping centres was 40% busier

his weekend. Bam-L1am was the
+ The lorgest increases aver th last auietest period,buttrafic volumes

five days were seen in Leitrim, appeared well spread out
Offaly, Carlow, Laois and Kilkenny throughout the weekend

+ Clare, Kerry, Longford, Louth, + Nearly 80% increase in people out
Mayo, Roscommon, Wexford, go, in Dublin City on Saturday night
Cork and Meath are ai seeing their compared to lastSaturdaycnCores ducing on Saree ntov



Project updates :



Progress update

CT Ee

» Delivered weekly Progress Report, » Session with DOT pres Team toconfirm| |» Received Banking Payments Ota and
Progress Update meeting today and how we can input them on an ong with nia insights presented todayally HSE progress meetings basis » Competed inital nays for events ast

» Awalting HSE to ign second SOW » sing frst set of information today weekend andtobepresented today
»Series of HSEworkshopsto finalise and| |» Agreed NTAsubmissionandawaiting fist| |» Updating international Research Coffee
conf detaied ure deson ata tobe sued Tabla be ublshed ery not week
Issued drat Data Protection Impact » Confirming HSE App dta a welas
Assessment {0 HSE and wailing avaable dota captured fo rvs at

feadback airports
» Updated 1GC HSE Insight Governance | |» Expanded analysis or each ofthe various

approach or nti HSE feedback and activi dashboards. Relreshd fo most
now awaiting final feedback econ dota

» HSE1GC Devenironment completing
and now moving to Test enronment

» Agreed interim data update approoch
wilh HSE while awaiting 16C patform

» Awaiting DOH confirmation or Stay at
Home Index detled dota



Where we are with the key DoT and Government dependencies

REQUIREMENT | USECASES~~ | STATUS | DESCRIPTION
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1GC Status Report (11/12/2020)
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1GC Detailed Update
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1GC Resource Tracker
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1GC Plan on a Page - Phase 2 Draft Pending Key Planning Decisions
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Update - Week 8

+ County and outbreak analysis
o: «+Closecontact analysis

| -[oa] % Payments data

+ Data update
= + Project updates
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Increase for half of the 26 counties in 14-day incidence rates (the last 5 days)
Relatively stable national 14-day incidence rate
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Previous larger games have show a ink with incident rates spikes, However, there was no statistically significant impact
on incidence rate between winning and losing team from the weekend of 20 November, with both showing a decrease
10 days ater the event took place. ie wil continue to monitor for future games
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Close contact analysis :



Trend in Close Contacts
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Private Household outbreaks make up 40% of outbreaks of 5+ cases.
Healthcare locations have many of the larger scale outbreaks.

Privat HouseOutbreaksof orMore Cases Private House Outre of rare CasesNumber of Cotes and amonof urea ovr time Number of Cres and moe ofOutre locaton
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Outbreaks of 5+ cases account for 18% of all cases nationally

of tbe CoesIn Totl Cone fom 1G Outbreakaioe 55+ coses an aces outro cateore)
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Payments data Zs!



Sit-in restaurant transactions rose in early summer, while incidence rates
remained low until after other restriction changes had occurred
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Sit-in restaurant transactions returned to 2019 levels during the summer
months. Online sales rose, showing a shift towards online ordering
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Data update : i
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Specificassets and insights informing how we are performing and identifying
future risks
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Christmas update schedule
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Press Briefing Key Statistics 10 Dec 2020

DISEASE INCIDENCE RATES EINE EVLA

Incidence ates national have + Dublin City Centre had Hs busiest | [+ Smal increase in citizens meeting
been broadly stable ver the last weekend since March cantons vith contacts outsids of her

ve days Household tis week (37%) versus
+ 2:3pmis the busiest shopping Tost week (348)+ af of the 26 counties had Serio with o-L0am sil relatively

increases nthe 14-day Incidence ieuystn + Mask wearing compliance remains
fates over the astSdays constantith out of 5 peoplev + Nearly 80% increase in people out atonal reporting aharence
10 counties are above the national nub City on Ssburday wightJoSuis shy compared toast Saturdaya 2m

+ The largest increases over the ast| |» Traffic around four tracked
ie days were seen in Lofrm, shopping centres was 40% busier
Offaly, Carlow, Laois and Kilkenny is weekend. Sam-LLom was the

quietest period, but traf volumes+ Clare, Kerry, Longford, Louth, Sopesred well spread aut
Mayo, Roscomman, Wexford. Sie, throughout th weekend
Cork and Meath ar al seeing herr
cases decine STE| |see——



Project updates : a



Progress update

ET ee

» Delivered weely Progress Report, » Session wih DOT Press Team to cofim | |» Received Banking Payments Dota and
Progress Update meeting today and How we can input them on an ongoing with nial nights presented today
daly HSE progress meetings bass » Completed nal analysis or avnts ast

+ Awating HE to sign second SOW » sing frst se of information today weekend and 0 be presented odoy
> Series of HSE workshops to fnase and| |» Ard NTA submission and awaiting firs| |» Updating International Reseach Coffea

Confirm detailed Azure desian Gata oe ssved Table o be published early next week
» Ised drat Data Protection Inpact » Confiming HSE App data as wel as
Rasessment to HSE and walling avalaie data captured for arias at
Teednack airports

» Updated 16C HSE Insight Governance | |» Expanded analysis for ech of the various
approach or ntlal HSE feedback and activity dashboards. Refreshed for mast
Row awaiting final fedbock Tocont gata

» HSE 1GC Dev environment completing
and now movingtoTest environment

» Acreed nterin dato update approach
ih HSE whi awaiting 16C paiorm

> Avating DOH confirmation for Say at
Home Index deta data



Where we are with the key DoT and Government dependencies

REQUIREMENT | USE CASES | STATUS | DESCRIPTION
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Update - Week 9

Agenda

1. Early warning indicators and updates
2. County and outbreak analysis
3. Christmas requirements
4. Detailed county view
5. Press briefing stats

6. Additional analysis



Early warning

indicators and 2,

Updates £ <



Early warning indicators-overview of approach

EARLY WARNING INDICATORS outcomes
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County early warning summary - initial results
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Christmas update schedule requirements
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The Government must decide on the ‘tipping point’ for restrictions and re-
opening

+ How sine sconomy don + sow long on pple holut + Are pease conning© iat ugaats renpacesnd © ita sin Aeonhaving snaRow char ny <oning © Olea nase restrictions imac+ oar seman prtorming + eomptance sping win
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County and outbreak z
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National 14-day incidence rate beginning to rise at a slow pace
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National 5-day incidence rate is more sensitive to the increases over the last
few days
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Summary view of priority counties for analysis
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Hospital outbreaks and Private Houses make up 46% of outbreaks of 5+ cases
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Outbreaks of 5+ cases account for 19% of all cases nationally
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Detailed county view y
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Cavan - the loosening of Level 5 restrictions saw a sharp increase in incidence
rate and a brief spike in average close contacts
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Donegal’s incidence rate persistently above the national average
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Level 5 was effective in reducing cases in Sligo, while also reducing
transmission from Donegal
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Dublin's incidence rate has remained stable since Level 5 restrictions lifted.
Hospital settings have resulted in a large numbers of cases
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Kilkenny's high incidence rate driven by a significant hospital outbreak, with
Castlecomer and Kilkenny LEAs seeing a spike in cases
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Louth's current incidence is more than twice the national average
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Mayo - cases in Claremorris driving recent rise in incidence rate
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Press briefing stats y
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Press Briefing Key Statistics 17 Dec 2020
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Additional analysis =
:



We are continuing to monitor recent events to identify any correlation to
increases in incidence rates



25% increase in hospitalisations since US Thanksgiving
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Specific assets and insights informing how we are performing and identifying
future risks
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Appendix |



Early warning indicators - overview
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National 7-day incidence rate
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1GC Status Report (18/12/2020)
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1GC Detailed Update
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1GC Resource Tracker
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Health metrics - October and today
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Week 10 Update

Early warning indicators
Update since Leaving Level 5

S= ;i] = Analysis of outbreaks with 5or more cases
Ho | Banking payments insights
iy:8 % Restrictions Impact Analysis
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Update since >

Leaving Level 5 :



Summary of county-level 14 day incidence rate per 100k

The heatmap below shows the 14 day incidence rate per 100k population for each county over the last 6weeks.
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Summary of county-level 7 day incidence rate per 100k

The heatmap below shows the 7 day incidence rate per 100k population for each county over the last 6 weeks.
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The 7 day incidence rate per 100k is 32% higher than the equivalent 14 Day
incidence rate per 100k
The graph below extends the 7 day incidence rate per 100k to compare t against the 14 day incidence rate per 100k.
It Shows 7 day Incidence rate s higher in 23 counties and 32% higher nationally.
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Overview of select counties experiencing increased incidence rates
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Overview of select counties experiencing increased incidence rates
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Overview of select counties experiencing increased incidence rates
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Analysis of Outbreaks 78

with 5 or more cases 2
~



Changes in Outbreaks with 5 or more cases from November to so far in
December
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While hospital outbreaks of 5+ cases spiked in November, they have since fallen,
with nursing homes seeing smaller outbreaks month to month

Hospital Outresk (5 Case) Nursing Home Outresks(5 ass)
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Private homes contributing much fewer outbreaks of 5+ cases, with the number
of outbreaks in schools persistently low with a slight Dec increase

. Pre Home Outre (5 iss) SchoolOutre5+cases)
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Banking Payment c

Insights >
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Instore transactions returns to 2019 levels after level 5 restrictions were lifted.
Online transactions see steady growth throughout 2020

Instore v nine Spending 2019.8 2020
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Spending in Restaurants/ Dining returns to Summer levels on the lifting of level
5 restrictions
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Restrictions Impact

Analysis i



Overview of Restriction Analysis Methodology
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Summary of Restriction Impact since leaving Level 5 (14 day incidence rate
change)

The average daily change in 14 day incidence rate per 100k per day has increased in 21 counties since the most recent
change in restrictions. The national 14 day incidence rate is increasing by 4.2 cases per 100k per day during this
period.
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Summary of Restriction Impact since leaving Level 5 (7 day incidence rate
change)
The most recent restriction changes were introduced on 1 December 2020 and therefore are only counted 10 days ater from 11December Ths analysis nas3 threfors bee repeatedor 57cay average ncaance rate. per 100K per Ga. heaverage daly
Change n 7 day incidence rate hs Increased n 22 Counties Since he mst ecent change n restrictions. TheRational cay Incidence
Fate increasingby 4.2 cases er 100k per da during this period
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